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The text that accompanies this phrasebook (A Grammar of
Redaction) is excerpted from a book project, How To Do Things
Without Words, and designed to be displayed in the New Museum’s
Resource Center, as part of the Temporary Center for Translation,
Summer 2014. Both the grammar and this phrasebook are available
for download at: http://www.joshuacraze.com/exhibitions/.
All the documents collated here are in the public realm. Thanks must
go to those who originally placed the Freedom of Information Act
Requests (FOIA) that led to their release: the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), The National Security Archive, the New York Times,
the Washington Post, and many others.
The cover of this Phrasebook is composed of two excerpted
documents. The longer section of text is from page 14 of ‘A
Memorandum for John Rizzo, Acting General Counsel of the Central
Intelligence Agency’, a legal memo written by the US Department of
Justice’s Office of Legal Council, to advise the CIA on whether a
proposed course of conduct would violate the prohibition against
torture found at section 2340A of title 18 of the United States Code.
The excerpted section focuses on how one might place a bug (a
caterpillar) in a box with Abu Zubaydah, a detainee, without
becoming legally liable.
The second section of text is from page six of Other Document #131.
This document was obtained after an ACLU FOIA request placed on
October 7, 2003. It was released on May 27, 2008. It is a heavily
redacted CIA report on the raid, capture, and waterboarding of Abu
Zubaydah.

LIST OF DOCUMENTS
The list below gives full bibliographic information for the excerpted
documents contained in this binder: “A Grammar of Redaction: The
Phrasebook.”
It is designed to be consulted alongside the associated text, ‘A
Grammar of Redaction’, which you should find lying next to it. The
documents are categorized into four sections, and each document has
a number (indicated below), which will be used in the Grammar,
when I refer to the documents.
Full copies of these documents, many of which run to several
hundred pages, are available at http://www.thetorturedatabase.org/
and can be searched for using the information given below.
Both this phrasebook, and the grammar that accompanies it, are
available for download: http://www.joshuacraze.com/exhibitions/.
1. The Hidden City
HC1. Department of Justice, Office of Professional Responsibility.
Investigation into the Office of Legal Counsel’s Memoranda Concerning
Issues Relating to the Central Intelligence Agency’s Use of “Enhanced
Interrogation Techniques” on Suspected Terrorists 260. July 29, 2009.
Henceforth referred to as the OPR Report, p. 32.
HC2. OPR Report, p. 87.
HC3. OPR Report, p. 2.
HC4. OPR Report, pp. 40-43.
HC5. OPR Report, pp. 46-47.
HC6. OPR Report, pp. 61-62.
HC7. The CIA Interrogation of Abu Zubaydah, March 2001-Jan. 2003,
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p.5. Henceforth referred to as ‘The CIA Interrogation of Abu
Zubaydah’.
HC8. ‘A Memorandum for John Rizzo, Acting General Counsel of the
Central Intelligence Agency’, a legal memo written by the US
Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Council, to advise the CIA on
whether a proposed course of conduct would violate the prohibition
against torture found at section 2340A of title 18 of the United States
Code, p. 14.
HC9. Central Intelligence Agency, Office of the Inspector General,
Special Review: Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation
Activities (September 2001-October 2003) (2003-7123-IG), 7 May 2004,
p.8. Henceforth referred to as ‘CIA Special Review.’
HC10. OPR Report, p. 79.
H11. CIA Special Review, p. 12.
2. Subjects Without Objects
S1. CIA Special Review, p. 35.
S2. CIA Special Review, p. 69.
S3. CIA Special Review, p. 79.
S4. Memorandum for Staff Sergeant
, 104th Military
Intelligence Battalion, 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized), Tikrit, Iraq,
09323-2628, 8 October 2004, p. 1.
S5. Memorandum for Commander, 104th Military Intelligence
Battalion. Detainee Abuse Incident — AR 15-6 Investigation Legal
Review. October 6 2003, pp. 2-3.
S6. The email chain appears in the same memorandum for record,
DOD 002848, pp. 31-32.
S7. OPR Report, pp. 271-272.
S8. OPR Report, p. 128.
S9. CIA Special Review, pp. 25-27.
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3. Actions without Words
A1. CIA Special Review, p. 44.
A2. CIA Special Review, p. 45.
A3. CIA Special Review, pp. 20-21.
A4. OPR Report, p. 127, fn. 98.
A5. CIA Special Review, page ii.
A6. CIA Special Review, p. 38
A7. Other Document #131. This document was obtained after an
ACLU FOIA request placed on October 7, 2003. It was released on
May 27, 2008. It is a heavily redacted CIA report on the raid, capture,
and waterboarding of Abu Zubaydah. Henceforth referred to as
Other Document #131.
A8. The CIA Interrogation of Abu Zubaydah, p. 2.
A9. CIA Special Review, p. 3.
A10. CIA Special Review, p. 2.
A11. OPR Report, pp. 86-87.
A12. CIA Special Review, p. 43.
A13. CIA Special Review, pp. 45-54.
A14. OPR Report, pp. 35-36.
A15. CIA Special Review, p. 15.
A16. CIA Special Review, p. 37.
4. Objects Without Subjects
O1. From Department of Defense Working Group Report on
Detainee Interrogations in the Global War on Terrorism: Assessment
of Legal, Historical, Policy, and Operational Considerations. April 4,
2003. Declassified: June 21, 2004. Henceforth ‘Working Group
Report’, p. 63.
O2. OPR Report, p. 141.
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O3. OPR Report, pp. 137-138.
O4. CIA Special Review, p. 77.
O5. CIA Special Review, p. 76, fn. 73.
O6. CIA Special Review, p. 71.
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personnel have been on-site in the event an emergency
medical situation arises.

• DOJ approval for use of the enhanced techniques in
specific instances relies on our representation that
those techniques, when applied by appropriately trained
personnel, should not produce severe mental or physical
pain or suffering.
• Indeed, DOJ concluded that the use of enhanced
techniques carefully applied by appropriate personnel
pursuant to prior Headquarters approval would not have
the "specific intent" to inflict severe mental or
physical pain or suffering,, and therefore would not
violate the law.

••
• For these reasons, we fully document in advance any
decision to employ any enhanced techniques, along with
the criteria that have been employed in making those
decisions.
• The use of enhanced interrogation techniques proved
productive; Abu Zubaydah provided additional useful
information.
• Medical evaluations were conducted on Abu Zubaydah
before and during the interrogations.. In addition, a
psychological profile was conducted on him before the
interrogations began.

•

•
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TOP CRET
both stand and sit, he may be placed in this box fair up tb eighteen hours at a time, while you
ox. These time
infored
m us that he will never spend more thatn lion!' at time in. thee saller b
limits figther ensure that no profound disruption of tilt senses or personality, were it even
possible, would result. As such, the use of the confinement boxes does not constitute a
procedure calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses or personal ity.
Nor does the use of the boxes threaten Zubaydah with severe physical paia or suffering.
V,T!tile additional time spent in the boxes may be threatened, their use is not accompanied by any
express threats of severe physical pain or suffering. Like the stress positions and walling,
placement in the boxes is physically uncomfortable but any such discomfort does not rise to the
level of severe physical pain or suffering_ Attcordingly, a rea..sonable person M the Subject's
position would not infer from the use of this technique that sere physical pain is the next step
in his interrogator's treatment of him. Therefore, we conclude that the use of the confinement
boxes does not fall .within the statute's required predicate acts.
In addition to using the confinement bones ohne, you also would like to introduce
insect into one of the boxes with Zubaydah. As we understand it, you plan to infbrm Zubaydah
that you are going to place a stinging insect into the box, but you will actually place a harmless
insect in the box, such as a caterpillar. If you do so, to ensure that you are outside the predicate.
act requirement, you must infOrm him that the insects will not have a sting that would produce
death or severe pain. If, however, you were to place the insect in the box without informing him
that you 'are-doing so,- then iO orelerito.not commit a predicate act, you should not affirmatively_
. r
n
-sent which hos a
lead him to believe that any insec'
d ead
o:ng.'as you tel. to
described, e insect's placement in the box would not constitute a threat
_roaches we
of severe physical pain or suffering to a reasonable person in his position. An individual placed
in a box, e.ven an individual ,,,vith a fear of insects, would not reasonably feel.. threatened with
severe physical pain or suffering if a caterpillar was placed in the box. Further, you have
informed us that you are. not aware that Zubaydah has any allergies to insects, and you have not
informed us of any other factors that would cause a reasonable person in that same situation to
believe that an unknown insect would cause him severe physical pain or death. Thus, we
conclude that the placement of the insect in the confinement box with Zubaydah would not
constitute a predicate act.
Sleep deprivation also clearly does not involve a threat of imminent death. Although it
produces physical discomfort, it cannot be said to constitute a threat of se\Tere physical pain or
suffering from the perspective of a reasonable person in Zubaydah's position. Nor could sleep
deprivation Constitute a procedure calculated to disrupt profoundly the senses, so long as sleep
deprivation (as you have informed us is your intent) is used for limited periods, before
hallucinations or other profound disruptions of the senses would occur. To be sure, sleep
deprivation may reduce the subject's ability to think on his feet. Indeed, you indicate that this is TOP .C)? .
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S4
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
104Th MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION
4th INFANTRY DIVISION (MECHANIZED)
TIKRIT, IRAQ 09323-2628

REPLY 10
ATTENTION OF

A NOV 2003

AFYB-MIB-CDR

1)(05- 7C,5
1
MEMORANDUM FOR Staff Sergeant 1111011111111111111111110iM111110e Military Intelligence
Battalion, 4th Infantry Division (Mechanized), Tikrit, Iraq 09323-2628
SUBJECT: Written Reprimand

7c. s'

h 6.5- 76- 5

1. You are hereby reprimand d for your fail e to properly supervise detaine interrogation operations at the
Task Force Ironhorse Centra Collection Poin (DCCP). 1111/1111111.andallIMPlassaulted a detainee
in the facility while under yo supervision.
'le you were not directly involved in the assaults, you were
responsible for ensuring
were properly ed
gainand that they were aware of and
abided by the Geneva Convention an other documents which detail the permissible treatment of detainees.
You did not set the proper leadership climate, in that you inadvertently led 1111111111110to believe that you
yourself perhaps condoned certain practices that were outside the established regulations. 111111/11111.s not
a trained interrogator, yet he was allowed to force a detainee to cause bodily harm to himself, again, while
under your tutelage.
2. Your failure to establish a proper leadership climate and failure to properly supervise interrogation
activities under your purview are beneath the standards of professionalism I expect from non-commissioned
officers. As NCOIC of the DCCP, it is your duty to train and supervise junior interrogators and interpreters
as well as supervise their activities to ensure they do not harm detainees.. In this case, you assigned a known
difficult interrogation task to a very junior and inexperienced interrogator, but you failed to discern what
techniques he would use during the interrogation. You are in a very delicate duty position where you or your
subordinates could become subject to discharge or criminal prosecution for violating the rights of detainees.
These acts could also bring extreme discredit upon the U.S. Army. The incidents where
d
abused the detainee show a lack of supervisory judgment on your part.

mop

3. This reprimand is imposed as an administrative measure and not as punishment pursuant to the
Uniform Code of Military Justice. You are advised that in accordance with Army Regulation (AR) 60037, paragraph 3-4, it is my intention to direct that this reprimand be filed in your local Military Personnel
Records Jacket (MPRJ).
4. You will acknowledge receipt of this reprimand JAW AR 600-37 by completing the first memorandum
and returning it through your chain of command no later than ten days from the date of service. Any
matters in extenuation, mitigation, or rebuttal must accompany your acknowledgment. You were
provided a copy of the documents that form the basis of the written reprimand. I do not intend to file
them with this reprimand.

b6 7c- 2
End
AR 15-6 Investigation

-

LTC, MI
Commanding
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AFYB-MI-HHOC
Detainee Abuse Incident —15-6 Investigation

b6 (7c c/

h6r7c5--

interrogations without supervision. It is unclear whether
discussed the
application of force in interrogations following the advent of
e-raai
(see Exhibits F and G) discussion at the FOB Ironhorse diniil; facility in which
what sort of "alternate interrogation techniques"
was suggesting.
allege y suggested application of force, which did not leave bruises or scars on the detainee.
recalls
asked
whether was "up to it" and if. could "handle it".
says rep ie
could,
ugh was iiArrisure whetherthelicterpreters could.

h 65 7c s- ---

had co , ducted the initial interrogation screening of betaineellellillill
and deemed,
uch more difficult to "break" than most othe detainees.
4s-7c 5assigned
to
for interrogation.
imposing
physical size would intimidate
Greater than any of the -sot
afors in the ICE b 1 4
couldnituld
ai
likely —Terd-results
y
sooner.
knew about
-Mal
.
with
statement that "the gloves are coming off', likely encouraged by
terpretation that this meant considering interrogation techniques heretofore unauthoriz d.
r
,6
dentifie -----_,
as an accorrkse in an attack against U.S. soldiers and led
erican soldiers to
ent into the interrogation viewing
6 4/ k Y
L\
light of the infonnation
ad killed 3 American soldiers and did not deserve al 1 ,
the rights and privileges he was affOrded while at the DCCP.
intended to interrogate tO 695" fc 5"
employing
"stress
positions"
and
physical
force
to
elicit
a
confession
and timeip<1-k-LI 'W
sensitiv e` information of intelligence value, which could prevent future attacks against American
sa
jse_Liisazelizs
:...:Stresspositions" are bod ositions desi ed to cause
discomfort and fatigue.
requested
ICE, 104th MI Rn 4ID,
4'
for his inte reter for the interro ation. It is :unclear
e ected
oughIb .2cbelieve
he would hi
eet d
00.1.4e of the
‘'176.Y
interrogation:
erceptor (98G
. .7,--3escent an
eScii e'Sthe
erpreter in thiSiliTeito ation as ani
swoii statement (Exhibit H).
likely knows very little about iriteriaga Dan`/cp.' an
cal guidelines, since he has
at,theIC nly since late A t 2003. I suspect
knew of
intentions
feet and
a young and juniTr
, Ike y-wat along with
the idea (see Exhibits I and J).
•

b6 5

g. In mid-afternoon on 23 September 2003,
approached
4th Military Police (MP) Company, 4IIDan
presence in
interro ation later that day.
o "turn it up . a notch". or 'soup up"
nterrogation
b 6L2f.
and
he wanted the use of a roo, with solicrwalls for
interrogation, as the walls would rovide for a w er variety of stress position Options. An
interrogation at the DCCP norma ly occurs in o e of three tents, or "booths", set up outside the
6
east wall of the DCCP high-sec ity area. It i unclear whether
intentions, though I strongly sus
worn statement
indicates he not only told
'red Together to assault
111111111also stat
d be discreet in their
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AFYB-MI-1-1110C
Detainee Abuse Incident — 15-6 Investigation

6L5 - 7a

665 lc

-1'

handling of the interrogation, telling onl
resent ,at the interrogation and told

b6c 7c

b 10 5 7c'S

IIIIIIIp...onsented to being
ouldre uest emission from
4th MP Company, or
gh-sec ty holding area_
665- 76.5st) Sc
7
h.
anied
went to the ICE Operations Office and told
. b
would interrogate
sing a "Fear-Up (Harsh)" approach technique. A "Fear-Up"
approach means the interrogator identifies a stimulus that causes fear in the subject and exploits
the stimulus to elicit information. A "Fear-Up (Harsh)" approach involves the added
s chological stress of the threat of physical violence on the subject.
also told
intended to use one of the roornsin.flieDCCP high-security holding area be able to choose
stress pose ions.
onsented. Interrogators are required to adapt to the
changing needs of the interrogation and must remain flexible. As a r ult, interrogators do ng , s.--)T
- c 5-usually seek approval for an errogation plan.
eft for the MP
eadquarters, where,
askin ennission to use one Of e rooms in the DCCP highecunty area.
plan to raise the level of fear in ti_
63- 7c,
interro ation to "bre
at tactics
.a pone - a
intended to use.;
old
had a "bad feeling"
,thou.
Said so in
worn statement.
agreed"
ould remain m
uririg e course of the
interrogation d would brie
bout the interrogation later.
4 7c-'1
ed to the CCP high-security
. nce inside,
cell and put
the de •
tem . 913P.1 1-49,14 i,ng d,c7c5
cell were two meta :folding chairs ad
edding.,
alked into
cell and
escorted
into the
bt6q
re a ishdasha [traditional Arab afitiWiit , sandals, and'ffigt0- lTë'b n his wrists and'aiikles. TWe
interrogation began immediatel ;
questioned,
a loud, angry voice, which 665,7c
d lo •
demeanor and -ton.".
pace e room as
6.r7c 4
sta ed near,
and ill
stood aafib
orth wall of the room.
draWing.afliow the room was set u , and where artici ants sMod. It
O',5-15
; obtained the
riot baton, though
e y received it fr om'
to lie on back and put his es °tithe chairs, which
,
i, 65 ?c c'
. of
arrange such that theY aced each other. (EXhibit P is
L. how the room was
• win
set up and where participants stood at this point in the interrogation.)
about his involvement in attacks against American soldiers, where
64 ,04
associates. When
did not receive e answers 66.i?cr
wanted, hit
hit
feet - the soles o
sandals
"
47(
individually, for a total o about 10 to 30 times. Neither
objected.
spent appro imately 15 minutes in s position.
b '.c 7c S.—
b6 7c.
abbed
by 1111MIIMand pulled him to
feet
J•
suggested removing
aints, though it is uncle o whom suggested the
idea. unlocked
ackles, lik
e side remained locked.

•

6(0

b1,47c.(1
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41D 104MI ICE
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

RE: FW: Taskers

All:
Regarding the tasking—I am not a legal expert, but seems to me that everyone we are detaining at this point is an
unpriviledged belligerent since we have taken over the country and there is no longer any force opposing us that 1) wears
recognizable uniform; and 2) bears arms openly. So I think everyone we detain is in that category.
As for the gloves need to come off..." we need to take a deep breath and remember who we are. Those gloves are
most definitely NOT based on Cold War or WWII enemies—they are based on clearly established standards of
international law to which we are signatories and in part the originators. Those in turn derive from practices commonly
accepted as morally correct, the so-called "usages of war." • It comes down to standards of right and wrong—something we
cannot just put aside when we find it inconvenient, any more than we can declare that we will "take no prisoners" and
therefore shoot those -who surrender to us simply because we find prisoners inconvenient
The casualties are mounting..." we - have taken casualties in every war we have ever fought--that is part of the very
nature of war. We also inflict casualties, generally many more than we take. That in no way justifies letting go of our
standards. We have NEVER considered our enemies justified in doing such things to us. CasOalties are part of war—if
you cannot take casOalties then you cannot engage in war. Period.
BOTTOM LINE: We are American soldiers, heirs of a long tradition of staying on the high ground. We need to stay
there.

b 17c'

I sent several months in Afghanistan interrogating the Taliban and al
Qaeda. Restrictions on interrogation techniques had a negative impact

ExiA‘Gri

1
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on our ability to gather intelligence. Our interrogation doctrine is
- based on former Cold War amd WWII enemies. Todays enemy, particularly
those in SWA, understand force, not psychological mind games or
incentives. I would propose a baseline interrogation technique that at
a minimum allows for physical contact resembling that used by SERE
instructors. This allows open handed facial slaps from a distance of
no more than about two feet and back handed blows to the midsection
from a distance of about 18 inches. Again, this is open handed. I
will not comment on the effectiveness of these techniques as both a
control measure and an ability to send a clear message. I also believe
that this should be a minimum baseline.

•

Other techniques would include close confinement quarters, sleep
deprivation, white noise, and a Jitnany of harsher fear-up
approaches...fear of dogs and snakes appear to work nicely. I firmly
agree that the gloves need to come off.

Ori inal-Messa
Date:
Subject FW: Taskers
> Sounds crazy, but were just passing this on.
> —Original
> From:_
> jmailtO
efij
> Sent , fi
>TO:
> Cc: 1
> Subject: Tkkel'S

b 47_ 11c z_
e e Tst

b1z

7c

Z_

> ALCON
> Just wanted to make sure we are all clear on the taskers at hand
> 1- A list identifying individuals who we have in detention that
> fall under
> the category of "unlawful combatants" I've included a definition
> form the
> SJA folks:
> In order to properly address your request for a legal definition of
> the term "unlawful combatant," I must first provide you with a
> framework of definitions with which to work. According to the Law
> of Land Warfare,
> the term "combatant" is defined as anyone engaging in hostilities
> in an
> armed conflict on behalf of a party to the conflict. Combatants are
> lawful targets, unless out of combat. With that said, "lawful
> combatants" receive protections of the Geneva Conventions and
> gain combat
> immunity for their warlike acts, as well as become prisoners of
> war if
> captured. In comparison, "unprivileged belligerents," commonly
> referred to as "unlawful combatants," may be treated as criminals
> under the
> domestic law of the captor. Unprivileged belligerents may
> include spies,
2

6 82 2
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> saboteurS, or civilians who are participating in the hostilities.
> The
> term "unlawful combatant" is not referenced, nor is it defined.
> The term
> that properfy described these type of individuals is "unprivileged
> belligerents," and as stated before they may be treated as
> criminals under
> domestic law.
> As far as an ROE that addresses the treatment of enemy combatants,
> specifically, unprivileged belligerents, we are unaware of any
> but we will
> continue to research the issue for you. I hope this information
> has been
> helpful.
>
> 2- An additional list identifying who we have detained who are
> "Islamicextremist"
> 3- Immediately seek input from interrogation elements (Division/Corps)
> concerning what their special interrogation knowledge base is
> and more
> importantly, what techniques would they feel would be effective
> techniques
> that SJA could review {basically provide a list).
> Provide interrogation techniques "wish list" by 17 AUG 03_
> The gloves are coming off gentleman regarding these detainees,
>
has
> friaCe it clear that we want these individuals broken. Casualties
> are mounting
> and we need to start gathering info to help protect our fellow
> soldiers from
> any further attacks. I thank you for your hard work and your
> dedication.
> MI ALWAYS OUT FRONT!

> V/r

h 6.27c 2--
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•

CIA interrocation Techniques: Abu Zubayda...
-test Abu Zubavdahs Terrorist Activities
• Abu Zubaydah was born a Palestinian and now holds Saudi
citizenship. He was a senior lieutenant to Bin. Ladin.
• At the time of his capture in Pakistan, he was heavily
involved in al Qa'ida's operational planning, and had
previously been an external liaison and logistics
coordinator.
• Taking him out of circulation has hurt al-Qa'ida
operations' in. key nodes and helped disrupt a number of
ongoing plots.
40,414014.- */PAuriee at Time of Capture
• Abu Zubaydah was hit • t o bullets durin the
arrestin. ose ation.

•
• Abu Zubaydah was provided adequate and appropriate
medical care.
• The medical treatment the Agency provided to Abu
Zubaydah saved his life. He should, now be considered
healthy, other than some leg and knee pain.
'Highlights from Reporting by Abu Zubaydah

•

Information from Abu Zubaydah-who was captured in late
March-led to the capture of other operatives, and
continues to provide some of our most valuable insights
into the inner workings of al-Qa'ida. Over time, he
hoomma. wirr= wil14nn 1-n relmituraFP An Many

issues :

and his extensive familiarity with other al-Qa'ida
terrorists and their methodologies daily helps us
identify ways to exploit other detainees and to assess
the credibility of reporting from a variety of sources.

00298
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A10
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• Abu Zubaydah identified Jose Padilla and Binyam
Muhammad as al-Qa'ida operatives who had plans to
detonate a uranium-topped "dirty bomb" in either
Washington, DC, or New York City. Both have been
captured.
• In additiOn, Abu Zudbaydah in
erator in
''a•a

2002 Abu Zubaydah had . been the
• As of mid-Dec
disseminated countersource of over
terrorism inte igence repor s

•

•
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4. OBJECTS WITHOUT SUBJECTS

73

O1
U

2. O J n cen tive/Removal of Inceotive: Providing a reward or removing a privilege,
above and beyond those that are required by the ~ e n e v Convention,
a
from detainas,
t! ?
(P~-ivilegesabove and beyond POW-required privileges).
; u
3. (SfNFj Emotion a1 Love: Playing on the love a detainee has for an individual or
g"0"P4. fGW.R;f~rnolional
W ate: Playing on the hatred a detainee has for an individual or

i?O*PII
5.@MF+Fear Up Harsb: Signiiicantlyincreasiag the fear level in a detainee!.:
U
6. (SfWj-Fear Up Mild: Moderately increasing the fear Ievel in a detainee.
4.4

7.

Reduced Fear: Reducing the far level in a detaime.

U
8. @WFj Pride and Ego Up: Boosting the ego of a detainee.
U

9.fSMj-Pride and Ego Down: Attacking or insulting theego of a detainee, not beyond
the Jimits that would apply to a POW.
11
l4

10.f4fMFff;utility:Invoking the feeling of futility of a detainee.

now

3 1. &we
All: Convincing the detainee that the interrogator howsUK.
answer to questions he asks the detainee.
U

12. ffffdY Establish Your Identity: Convincing the det&e
mistaken the detainee for someone eke.

that the interrogator has

l4

13.(?3HFjRepetition Approach: Continuously repeating the same question to the
detainee within interrogation periods of normal duration.
!.!

4

14. +&NF)File and Dossier: Convincing detainee that the interrogator has a damning
and inaccurate file, which must be fixed.

utt and Jeff: A learn consisting of a fn'endly and harsh interrogator. The
15.
harsh inlerrogator might employ the Pride and Ego Down technique.
(A

16.
answer.

Rapid Fire: Questioning in rapid succession without allowing detainee to

U

17. fSN+Silence: Starins at the detainee to encourage discomfort.
U

18. @MF) C b a ~ g of
e Scenery Up: Removing &e detainee from the standard

interrogation setting (generally to a location more pleasant, but no worse).
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